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What is going on with the presidential election?
By Alexa Baiata, Editorial Staff (‘21)

In true 2020 fashion,
the logistics of this year’s
election were completely
unprecedented. It started
months ago when President Trump refused to
state that he would peacefully step down from his
position if he were to lose
the election.
During a White House
press conference on September 23rd, a reporter
asked President Trump,
“Win, lose, or draw… will
you commit to making
sure there is a peaceful
transferral of power after
the election?” To which
the president responded,
“Well, we’re gonna have
to see what happens.”
After this quip, the president continued to speak
about how the mail-in
ballot system is extremely
unreliable. These remarks
from the president and his
refusal to properly answer

the question posed created
a national uproar, which
effectively became the origin of his claims about the
legitimacy of the election
and voter fraud.
Joe Biden was the
definitive winner of the
election after flipping
Wisconsin and Georgia,
which earned him a total
of 306 electoral votes. After the election, President
Trump took to Twitter to
continue contesting the
legitimacy of the results.
At one point, Twitter actually censored his tweets
because of the misinformation he was spreading. Under many of his
misleading tweets, Twitter
has put a message stating,
“This claim about election
fraud has been disputed,”
which leads Twitter users
to a page where they can
read reports from reputable news outlets.

One of President
Trump’s many tweets
about election fraud
stated, “‘Study: Dominion
Machines shifter 2-3% of
Trump Votes to Biden. Far
more votes than needed to
sway the election.’ Florida, Ohio, Texas, and many
other states were won by
even greater margins than
projected. Did just as well
with Swing States, but
bad things happened. @
OANN”.
The source President
Trump cited, OANN,
or One American News
Network, is a far-right
news outlet that reports
misleading news and statistics like the one cited in
this tweet. The Elections
Infrastructure Government
Coordinating Council and
the Election Infrastructure
Sector Coordinating Executive Committees gave
a statement in opposition

to claims that the election
was systematically rigged,
saying that “the November 3rd election was the
most secure in American
history [...] There is no
evidence that any voting system deleted or lost
votes, changed votes, or
was in any way compromised.” This statement
does not reject claims of
small-scale voter fraud
committed by individual
voters. However, it does
rule out the complaint
that there was systematic
voter fraud carried out by
ballot-counting locations
and in ballot booths.
WHAT continued on p.7

Students and staff are conflicted over the new schedule
By Erin Holly McDermott, Editorial Staff (‘23)

In the past couple of
weeks, a lot has changed
within the Ramapo-Indian
Hills School District. One
of the significant changes
is the change in student
schedule. Students and
teachers have conflicting
viewpoints regarding the
modified schedule.
The most notable
change in this new schedule is the elongated class
periods. Previously, students followed a 30-minute schedule, which
allowed the break between
morning and afternoon
classes to be about 1 ½
hour. However, this break
has now been reduced to
about an hour. Currently,
there are six morning and
three-afternoon classes.
The morning classes now
meet for 40 minutes, while
the afternoon classes meet
for 30 minutes. Student’s
also complete their days at
2:39 instead of the previous 2:04.
Some students have
reacted positively to the
change: arguing it provides stability and al-

lows students to receive a
more “normal” education.
Hailey Struz, a freshman
hybrid student, said, “The
new schedule is good; I
mean, it holds stability for
those who follow it and
keep up with it. Overall
I’d say it’s a step forward
in the right direction.”
This change is undoubtedly a step towards last
year’s schedule of 44-minute classes. However, this
proves to be the minority
opinion for students.
One of the perks of
hybrid/virtual learning
was the shortened periods, which allowed students’ attention span to be
catered to as due to COVID-19, many people’s
attention spans have been
reduced significantly. It
also provided students’ a
chance to better learn time
management skills. The
shortened periods proved
to be a small perk amid
the situation COVID-19
brought. Allison Trolaro, a
sophomore hybrid student,
stated, “I think that the
new schedule is getting

us ready for when we
get back to school, but I
don’t enjoy the 40 minute
periods.” This seems to
be the consensus for most
students: recognition of
necessity, however wishing circumstances were
different.
On the other hand,
the previous schedule
offered quite a challenge
for staff and teachers. Fitting an entire lesson into
a 30-minute time-frame
proved to be difficult.
Mrs. Frissora, an
English teacher at Indian
Hills, elaborated on the
matter: “No schedule is
perfect, but I think the
new schedule is easier to
follow than the previous
one. As a teacher, I like
the longer morning periods--those extra 10 minutes make a big difference
as far as content goes. The
full rotation is beneficial,
too; I also enjoy getting to
see my morning classes in
the afternoons sometimes
and my afternoon classes
in the morning. Some
students learn better in the

morning, and some learn
better in the afternoon,
so I’m glad there is more
opportunity for students
to learn and engage at the
time that works best for
them on certain days. It is
a challenge keeping on top
of the rotations, but like
everything in 2020, this is
a temporary solution with
a major learning curve.
We all need to be a little
kinder to ourselves and
each other as we figure it
out and adjust.”
All in all, there are
lessons to be learned on
either side of the debate.
Students must realize the
necessity of the situation.
A return to normalcy has
been the goal since March,
and this is a step towards
that. However, teachers
must also understand that
six 40-minute classes constantly sitting at a computer is difficult as well.
There is a lot to learn on
both sides, and hopefully,
the situation will clear up
soon enough.
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Editor’s Column: “Cancel Culture: a New Form of Accountability”
By Valeri Guevarra, Editor-in-Chief (‘22)

With new generations,
new sets of trends, styles,
and slang are the most
recognized results, but
with Gen Z, a brand-new
concept has emerged that
continues to be of importance in society: cancel
culture, a call to action
that advocates for the end
of support for (canceling)
public figures or companies after they have done
or said something considered questionable or
offensive.
Whether in politics,
on social media, or in
casual conversations,
cancel culture has been
involved in all aspects of
society. Past and present
presidents have criticized
the phenomenon while
celebrities frequently are
on Twitter’s trending list
with the hashtags “celebrityisoverparty” or “celebrityiscanceled.” Influential
figures are frequent critics
of cancel culture, like
Former President Obama,
who has criticized the
idea as “woke” and “not
activism.” Others who
have called for “canceling
cancel culture” are Elon
Musk and current Presi-

dent Trump. Although
I have noted political
figures stances on the concept, cancel culture first
emerged through social
media and eventually became politicized towards
the end of the 2010s.
One important thing
to note is that most critics
are influential individuals
who are often canceled.
I believe that some of
the motives behind these
critics are that they fear
a new form of accountability that has never been
seen before. Even I feel
some accountability when
posting about somewhat
suggestive or slightly
controversial topics online
because of its rationale
coming back in the future
should I become an influential figure or even when
merely applying for a job.
There are two sides to
cancel culture. There is
the more straightforward
side of canceling figures
who are recently said or
did wrong: saying racist/
homophobic slurs, abusing
their spouses, or supporting a group that takes advantage of the vulnerable.
The other side includes

where fans or people bring
up the mentioned actions
out of context and shame
them for doing it, which
is often more divided in
opinion.
One example is Camila Cabello and her
Tumblr blog that she
made when she was fairly
young, including racist
and controversial jokes.
She came out to apologize
for the behavior, but she
asked her fans to acknowledge that it was during a
time in her life where she
was very young, where
the education and culture
were different than it is
today that emphasizes
how unjust these actions
are. Cancellation can easily become divided very
quickly as the response to
the incident was mixed,
but Camila Cabello seems
to be doing fine as she
continues to make music
and receive positive attention from her fans and the
media today.
The accountability part
of cancel culture is essential as it puts someone in
full perspective. Serious
cancellations often occur
for good intentions and
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reasons. People want to
acknowledge that these
powerful figures are not
all pure and that these
wrongdoings should be
called out. It puts these
people, who often have
connections and groups
who automatically take
their side no matter what,
in check. The concept allows for less mainstream
media opinions and more
personal opinions and perspectives to be developed
during the cancellation
debate.
This can be seen on
YouTube, where there is a
subgenre of channels that
often criticize and explain controversies about
smaller content creators

and celebrities. The whole
genre is similar to cancel
culture and serves as a
check for smaller figures
that while you are gaining
popularity and influence,
you still should be accountable for your actions.
Although critics argue
that the support of cancel
culture supports the idea
of suppressing disagreement, the rapidness of
how quickly cancellation
trend online allows for
less media interference
on a person’s views and
enables fans and the general public to rethink or
reevaluate their thoughts
on a specific individual.
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Why You Should Start Doing Meatless Mondays
By: Eve Nevelos, Editorial Staff ‘24

Since the start of the
21st century, vegetarianism and veganism have
been on the rise. According to Stanford Children’s
Health, an estimated 2%
of American teens and
adolescents are vegetarian
for religious, financial, or
ethical reasons. Both environmentally and wellness
wise, making a cut in the
number of animal products consumed can make a
world of difference.
Benefits of participating in Meatless Mondays:
Increased consumption of
vegetables: Although this
seems obvious, it’s true!
To make up for the protein
and caloric loss of meat,
vegetarians will reach for
other plant-based protein
sources like tofu, legumes,
and lentils. According to
a Frontiers study, vegetarians consume more magnesium, folates, vitamin
C, and thiamin as a result
of this.
Funding plant-based
companies: When you
buy a plant-based protein
product, it tells companies

that it’s a success and that
they should continue to
invest in that sector of
business. When there are
more plant-based options
on the market, consumers
will be more inclined to
try products to their liking.
Saving money: Yes, some
vegetarian meat replacements can be ridiculously
expensive- costing as
much as 20 dollars per
serving- but eating traditionally vegetarian can
save consumers money.
A serving of chicken,
if bought whole, is about
90 cents, while a serving of chickpeas or black
beans is more like 25
cents.
Decreasing carbon
footprint: Washington
State University reports
that “ [...] each day you
leave meat off your plate,
you can reduce your
carbon footprint by over
8 pounds [...].” Vegetarian diets use twenty times
fewer carbon emissions
than meat-based ones.
Encourages consumers to think about their

food choices: Asking,
“Where does my food
come from?” is important,
plant-based or not. Buying high-quality meats is
likely better healthwise
as well as being ethically
sourced.
Buying ethically
produced products is important as it improves the
prospects of this planet’s
future and encourages better treatment of workers
and farm animals. Anytime a barcode is scanned,
it lets companies know to
keep producing that item.
The only way to create
systemic change is to start
with the consumer.
If concerned about
the effects of not consuming meat as an adolescent, Stanford Children’s
Health says, “You need
not fret about a child’s
growth as long as you provide dairy and eggs, fruits,
vegetables, leafy greens,
whole grains, nuts, seeds,
and legumes [...]” (but
teens should consult with
their pediatrician or local
dietician before deciding

to go fully vegetarian/
vegan). Eating a plantbased diet has been shown
to actually improve teens’
mental health and increase
their energy levels. Truly,
eating less meat can vastly
improve all aspects of
health.
Why should Mondays
be meatless? Why not
Tuesdays? Mondays are
a ‘reset’ day. People are
generally more willing
to accept change and run
with it at the beginning
of the week. Starting on
Mondays can also help to
solidify good habits.
In this world, it’s less
about committing to going fully vegetarian, it’s
more about reducing the
consumption of animal
products. Making a simple
swap of soy milk for
cow’s milk can still make
a difference.
Michigan State University’s Jessica Yasser says, “I used to be a
vegetarian, but I’m not
anymore. [...] Now I call
myself a ‘reduce-atarian.’
I abstain from meat when

eating at home, but I don’t
limit myself when I eat
out. I do this because I am
convinced of the environmental benefits of avoiding meat, but sometimes I
also crave a cheeseburger..”
There shouldn’t be an
‘all or nothing’ attitude,
it should be more of a
‘do what you can where
you can’ attitude when it
comes to reducing meat
consumption.

Which is better? Dunkin Donuts or Starbucks coffee?
By Erin Holly McDermott, Editorial Staff (‘23)

While there are other prominent chains, Dunkin
Donuts and Starbucks are the two most popular coffee chains throughout the United States. Dunkin seems
to take the Northeast while Starbucks tends to be more
popular on the West Coast. Starbucks has proved to be
more economically successful, with over 100 billion
dollars net worth. This fatalistic number seems to loom
over Dunkin’s net worth, at a still impressive 6.5 billion
dollars. However, Dunkin is the superior coffee chain for
a variety of reasons.
To begin with the obvious: the cost. Dunkin is noticeably cheaper than its main competitor. For instance, a
small, plain cafe latte costs $3.63 at Starbucks, but only
$3.29 at Dunkin. Thirty-four cents may not seem like a
large deal. However, the best thing about Dunkin is that
Dunkin has free flavor extracts, creams, kinds of milk,
and sugars for free. Starbucks does not, so your $3.63
could end up not being only $3.63.
Second, Dunkin tastes better than Starbucks. Undoubtedly. Why would you want to pay more for burnt
beans? Blind taste tests have proven that people prefer
the taste of Dunkin coffee to that of Starbucks. The food
at Dunkin also prevails over Starbucks. Starbucks may
have more variety of drinks, but Dunkin takes the donut
in this case. Breakfast sandwiches? Dunkin’s got them.
Muffins? Dunkin’s got them. Donuts? They got them.
Due to the taste and bargain price of Dunkin Donuts, Dunkin will always be the better choice. Not only
throughout the Northeast but undoubtedly across the
United States. Also, Dunkin has new locations, called
“on tap” Dunkins. Coffees, like nitrous, cold brews, and
iced lattes, are on taps at some new stores.This offers
something different and exciting for coffee connoisseurs.

By Isabella Hernandez, Contributing Writer (‘24)

vs.

Starbucks is a coffee shop which can be found pretty
much everywhere around the world. There are actually
about 23 thousand Starbucks worldwide while Dunkin
Donuts only has 11 thousand. With this many locations
worldwide, clearly, Starbucks has something going for
them better than Dunkin Donuts.
Starbucks is mainly known for its wide variety of
breakfast foods, coffees, and refreshers. Unlike Dunkin
Donuts, Starbucks has a bigger selection to choose from.
Not only does this company have a fantastic menu,
but it is also open to helping people with allergies too.
For instance, my sister has celiac and is gluten-free. This
means that she can’t eat wheat or any wheat products.
Every time we go into Starbucks, the workers are very
kind, flexible, and are always willing to help her find
something to eat. They also serve healthier options for
people looking to watch what they eat. There are dairyfree, gluten-free, and lots of other options and variations
on their menu too. That is another of the many good
qualities of Starbucks.
The drinks that Starbucks serves and are known for,
such as their frappuccinos, are another incredible quality
that Starbucks has over Dunkin Donuts. Starbucks comes
up with new flavors all the time, and they always taste
delicious and are very refreshing. The customers love
them!
Starbucks now has around 36 thousand different
possible frappuccino combinations that they can make at
the store for you. Some of these flavors include pumpkin
spice, caramel, toffee, vanilla bean, smoked butterscotch,
and many more. Why go to Dunkin Donuts when you
can have everything you want and more from Starbucks?
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COVID-19 has increasing effects on mental health
By Jaclyn Kotora, Contributing Writer (‘23)

Ongoing stress from COVID-19
has taken a toll on everyone’s
mental health, all ages alike. The
isolation, anxiety, and fear from
the pandemic has especially impacted students as many struggle
to cope with virtual learning, limited social interaction, and other
personal issues. It is clear that
mental health welfare has steadily
declined: this can be accredited
to the disruption of lives, leaving
many unsure and unsettled. At
the same time, COVID can be a
chance to work through some of
these obstacles by opening up and
taking advantage of the opportunities presented.
Taking precautions against the
virus has become the top priority; however, mental health is a
continuing issue that should also
be a priority. Mr. Mungiello, an
art teacher at Indian Hills High
School, offered his input on how
COVID has provided opportunities for a greater awakening,
despite the ongoing struggles.
“COVID has forced us all further into ourselves than we al-

ready were… For me, COVID
has helped open my eyes to how
much I was missing already,
and if anything, that knowledge
will help me connect to people-connect to my own life, in a
richer way, after the pandemic is
over. Because I was trapped in my
house, I noticed, for the first time,
the way light cast a rainbow on
my wall. I noticed a bee pollinating a plant outside my house. I
noticed how much time I was not
at home, missing my wife.”
On the contrary, for others, COVID has allowed for the realization
of instability, anxiety, and insecurity. Kimberly Lazzara, a sophomore at Indian Hills, said, “As the
world fell into a crazed pandemic,
I was distraught because I was
unable to see family and friends,
and I was very concerned for
the safety of loved ones and the
public. I wondered how a lack of
schedule would affect my mood.
Initially, it was hard to navigate,
and the days seemed very long
and repetitive.”

Unfortunately, many people
experienced similar sentiments
and struggles. However, Lazzara
reflected on this time expressing:
“I slowly realized that the time
spent by myself in the comfort of
my own home helped me reflect
on myself and my goals. I became
more invested in my hobbies and
was able to do important selfdiscovery throughout the months
of quarantine. It wasn’t all great
though, because obviously there
were some bad days, but the quarantine helped me realize how I
could value and make the most of
my time. I think ultimately it was
a scary and new experience for a
lot of people, but for some, it was
an adventure for those who enjoy
living in their own mind.”
While COVID-19 does pose as a
time of self-discovery and healing from mental health issues, it
is imperative to recognize that it
is okay not to be okay. Dr. Joshua
Gordon, the director of the National Institute for Mental Health,
said in a CBS interview, “All
of us are affected in some way

by this pandemic, and whether
it reaches a threshold to require
professional help or not, most of
us are grieving, and most of us
are anxious or worried about our
future.”
The most important thing to
remember is that even though
quarantine made you feel the
loneliest you ever have, many
are in the same boat. There is no
doubt that the year will continue
to have its struggles, but the collective loneliness of this time can
bring people together. It is okay
to feel depressed, anxious, scared,
stressed, and upset sometimes,
but do not beat yourself up for
it. With continuous support and
understanding toward one another, we will work through these
unprecedented times.

Indigenous produce has a long history in the Tri-State Area
By Eve Nevelos, Editorial Staff (‘24)

The holiday season
brings winter foods into
the supermarkets and onto
Americans’ tables. Many
common Thanksgiving
and Christmas foods that
have become staples in
the Northeast have a history rooted much deeper
than the pilgrim’s feast
or old fables. American
holiday stables like cranberry, corn, and squash
have spiritual and historical importance to Native
groups- such as the Cherokee, Haudenosaunee, and
Oneida nations.
Perhaps, the most
prominent holiday food
is cranberry sauce, which
can often be found in
shelf-stable tins or premade in local supermarkets: of course, there is
also the homemade version, which consists of
water, sugar, orange zest,
a cinnamon stick, and two
handfuls of cranberries.
However, before European voyagers, the classic
use of cranberries was
much different. Native
Americans frequently eat
cranberries unsweetened
and dried and use the
leaves in teas. Occasionally, cranberries are used
as a medicinal substance

for decreasing blood pressure, improving immune
support, and preventing
cancerous tumors. Cranberries were never mixed
with sugar to create a
sauce as the colonizers
had done traditionally; in
fact, sugar wasn’t available in America until after
Britain had arrived.
Beans, corn, and
squash form the Three
Sisters -- a fable that has
been passed generation to
generation in indigenous
American households. The
legend of the Three Sisters
describes why they must
all be planted together and
the strong relationship
between them. The Oneida
Nation believes that “Very
long ago, there were three
sisters who lived in a
field. The youngest was
so small she could not yet
walk; she crawled along
the ground, dressed in
green. The middle sister wore a bright yellow
dress and darted back and
forth across the field. The
eldest sister stood tall and
straight, and her body
bent with the wind.” The
youngest represents the
beans, the middle represents the squash, and the
eldest represents the corn.

These crops are commonly planted together to
improve soil health and
prevent crop disease from
spreading -- also called
intercropping. Each crop
has its own benefit for the
others. The squash blocks
sunlight along the ground,
preventing weeds. The
beans filter the soil and
put nitrogen back into the
earth. The corn provides a
stable place for the beans
to climb up for support.
When purchasing
products that have a long
native history, like wild
rice, it is important to
look to native farmers
and ranchers as a way of
giving back. Red Lake
Nation Foods is a Native
American-owned company that makes buying
sustainably and reliably
easy through their website.
By purchasing produce,
dried crops, baked goods,
and art directly from Native American artisans and
farmers, people ensure
that 100% of profits go
to them, enabling native
culture to continue on and
native land to continue
thriving without government intervention.
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Indian Hills picks the top ten albums or EPs
By Eve Nevelos, Editorial Staff (‘24)

The past several months in quarantine have definitely got artists’ creative
juices flowing. Here at Indian Hills, students were asked to vote for their
favorite album or EP of the year so far. The results are in!
1. “Future Nostalgia”- Dua Lipa
2. “Fake”- Lauv & Conan Gray
3. “Blackpink: The Album”- Blackpink
4. “After Hours”- The Weeknd
5. “Folklore”- Taylor Swift
6. “Eternal Atake”- Lil Uzi Vert
7. “Circles”- Mac Miller
8. “The Slow Rush”- Tame Impala
9. “Wachito Rico”- boy pablo
10. “Fake It Flowers”- beabadoobee
In first place is Dua Lipa’s album “Future Nostalgia,” released
March 27, 2020. Dua Lipa has had a record year, releasing thirty-three
independent and collaboratory songs. Within the first twenty-four hours
of “Future Nostalgia”’s release, it racked up nine hundred thirty-two
million streams on Spotify alone.
Second place goes to Lauv & Conan Gray’s EP, “Fake,” released
October 13, 2020, after teasing their audience on TikTok. “Fake” has 11
million streams on Spotify thus far. The music video for “Fake” was full
of color, impressive choreography, and insight into Conan and Lauv’s
lives.
Blackpink’s “Blackpink: The Album” was released on October 2,
2020, becoming an instant hit amongst fans. “How You Like That,” a
pre-release single, has over 230 million streams on Spotify and is

popular with Indian Hills students, earning third place on this list. Social
media quickly adopted the new songs, creating new trends to go along
with them.
Two honorable mentions go to BTS’ “Map of the Soul: 7” and Harry
Styles’ “Fine Line.” BTS, like Blackpink, has taken the world by storm,
gaining new international fans every day. Although “Fine Line” was
released in later 2019, it is still a popular album, with its most listened-to
song, “Watermelon Sugar”, getting over 800 million streams on Spotify.
Indian Hills students, much like the rest of the world, have been
listening to music more than ever before over quarantine and into the
beginning of the new school year. Smaller artists are on the rise thanks
to streaming platforms creating curated playlists and the help of social
media ‘blowing up’ new songs. Keep jammin’ out, Hills!

Human fear shapes horror movies
Gabriel Franco, Contributing Writer, (‘21)

The themes dealt with
in horror have changed
throughout its history
along with societal fears.
Often, the stories in these
movies seem fantastical
and other worldly, but audiences have found truths
in the themes explored in
horror movies for the past
century. Using historical
context and
the filmmaker’s own
views can
lead to what
these filmmakers could
have meant.
The
highly influential German Expressionist movement had a big
horror subgenre. 1920’s
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari is about a mad scientist
who creates a somnambulist, or sleepwalker, named
Cesare to do his dark
bidding and who later defies his master. This story
conjures up images of the
widespread fear of Jewish
masterminds pulling the
strings behind the scene.
Similarly, the film
Nosferatu depicts a
foreign, bloodsucking
creature who comes to
Germany, puts people in

a trance to make them his
slave, and brings a plague
with him. Before decrying
these as xenophobic propaganda, take into account
that Caligari star, Conrad
Veidt, fled the Nazis and
played a villainous Nazi
in Casablanca. Caligari
director Robert Weine
(of Jewish descent) was
exiled from
Germany. The
director of
Nosferatu,
F.W. Murnau,
was a gay
man who later
emigrated to
the U.S. to escape the rise
of the Nazi party. All of
a sudden, The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari is no longer
fear mongering, but transforms into an anti-fascist
statement. Caligari is the
dictator, and Cesare represents the brainwashed
soldiers. The racist undertones of Nosferatu were
not Murnau’s intention,
but derived from Bram
Stoker’s Dracula. Though
they are blockbusters
on the surface, German
expressionist films were
directly influenced by the
interwar period in Germany’s history.

The Great Depression devastated the U.S.
economy, followed shortly
by the horrors of WWII.
Facing true horror, many
wanted to turn to films
for optimism. With that
came the evolution of the
monsters into sympathetic
characters. Universal’s
hit franchise began with
Dracula. Gone are the
vampire’s pale skin, sharp
teeth, long nails, pointed
ears, and long nose. Dracula is portrayed as a suave
Transylvanian businessman traveling to London,
who instead of acting
fiendish for blood, appears
calm and collected. This
film, again, caters to the
fear of outsiders trying
to infiltrate society and
enchanting “our” women.
This sentiment is reflected
in the treatment of leading man, Bela Lugosi, by
the film industry. He was
typecast due to his accent
and wasn’t billed as high
as his English contemporaries, such as Boris Karloff, another horror star.
Frankenstein, in which
Karloff starred, tells the
story of a creature created
in a lab, who was very
quickly seen as a monster
and driven out of his vil-

lage. He was an innocent
being who was persecuted
for being different. Director James Whale would
know what it’s like to be
an outsider, being a gay
man in 1930’s America.
This is when the switch to
sympathetic monsters was
finalized.
In The Mummy, Imhotep wants to find the
reincarnation of his wife
and kill her so that she can
be immortal. Though he is
a killer, the longing for romance makes the audience
relate. In no other Universal horror film is the tragic
hero utilized better than
in The Wolf Man where
Lyle Talbot is bitten by a
werewolf and inherits the
curse. It is not his choice
to kill, making him completely sympathetic. These
films featured much more
of the supernatural to create a world of escapism,
but still had sympathetic
main characters, both of
which captivated audiences of these times.
The Cold War in the
1950’s ushered in a whole
new fear of invasion and
nuclear devastation. To
adjust to the Atomic Age,
horror movies shifted their
focus. The Red Scare was

driving Americans to paranoia, and alien invaders
played on those fears. War
of the Worlds, The Thing,
and Invasion of the Body
Snatchers all fit into
this category. The aliens
typically try to destroy
mankind and/or assimilate
themselves as humans.
The Day The Earth
Stood Still was about an
alien whose goal was to
prevent humans from destroying each other. Films
like The Fly and Forbidden Planet were about
the dangers of scientists
playing God, a real fear
that came with the development of the Atomic
Bomb. Movies like Them,
and The Blob personified
the Soviets in the form of
a monster.

FILM continued on p.7
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Disney Investor Day: What is Disney working on?
By Jaclyn Kotora, Contributing Writer (‘23)

Disney Investor Day
was held on December 10,
2020, where the company announced 100+
upcoming projects. They
revealed their next steps
in expanding their streaming services, the main one
being Disney+, which was
launched in November
2019. During the fourhour presentation, Disney
unveiled a much highly
anticipated and exciting
new content. Here are the
highlights of the upcoming projects:

eventually ties into the
movies.
• Based on the hit movie
Guardians of the
Galaxy, Guardians
of the Galaxy Holiday Special and I am
Groot are set to arrive
on Disney+.
Disney also announced
a bundle of exciting new
movies:
•

Upcoming Marvel Projects
Disney is introducing
a combination of movies
and series to the Marvel franchise. However,
Disney explains, “to blur
the line between movies
and TV, the Marvel TV
shows are going to tie in
closely with its movies”.
The following series was
announced to be released
on Disney+:
The first Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) series,
WandaVision, is expected
to hit Disney+ on January
15, with The Falcon and
the Winter Soldier, another MCU series, releasing
shortly after.
• Loki, a series that
follows up the latest
Avengers: Endgame,
comes out on May
2021
• Hawkeye, featuring
Hailee Steinfeld as
Kate Bishop, will be
coming in 2021
• What If?, is an animated series that explores
what would happen in
some of the major moments in MCU history
occurred differently.
Many of the characters will be voiced by
the actors who played
them in the live-action
movies.
• Jumping off from the
original Iron Man
franchise, two new series are in the making:
Ironheart and Armor
Wars.
• Tatiana Maslany will
star in She-Hulk, with
an appearance from
Mark Ruffalo. Plus,
Ms. Marvel, a sequel
to Captain Marvel,
will introduce a new
female character that

•

•

•

•

Black Panther II is
scheduled to arrive in
2022: the late Chadwick Boseman will
not be recast. The
directors are currently
working on ideas to
execute the movie.
Ant-Man and the
Wasp: Quantumania,
Thor: Love and Thunder, and Guardians
of the Galaxy Vol. 3
will be sequels to the
popular franchises
Black Widow with
returning Scarlett
Johansson is planned
to premiere on the big
screen in May 2021
Marvel will be taking
on Fantastic Four and
will be directed by
Spider-Man filmmaker
Jon Watts
Doctor Strange in the
Multiverse of Madness
and the third Spiderman are confirmed to
connect with the upcoming WandaVision

New Additions to Star
Wars
Disney is back on with
more Star Wars projects
with the announcement
of the release of multiple
spin-off series and films.
Lucasfilm president Kathleen Kennedy stated that
“the approach to Star Wars
will be fresh, unexpected,
and…unique,” ensuring
that audiences are in for
“an unforgettable ride.”
•

•

The Star Wars movie,
Rogue Squadron,
which will arrive
in 2023, revolves
around a Rebel Alliance starfighter group
founded by Luke
Skywalker
Rangers of the New
Republic and Ahsoka,
spin-offs of a Disney+
original, The Mandalorian

•

•

•

•

The animated series
Star Wars: The Bad
Batch and the anime
series Star Wars: Visions
The Rogue One spinoff, Star Wars: Andor,
will debut in 2022, as
well a new series revolving around Lando
Calrissian, called Star
Wars: Lando
Obi-Wan Kenobi will
feature returning actors Ewan McGregor
and Hayden Christensen reprising their
roles as Obi-Wan
Kenobi and Darth
Vader
R2D2 and C3PO will
feature in A Droid
Story

Animated Series in the
Making
Additionally, Disney
Animation Studios revealed a group of new
Disney series based on
their original movies.
These series include Zootopia Plus and Baymax!,
which will arrive in 2022,
while Moana and Tiana
are expected to be released
in 2023. On top of that,
the animated film Raya
and the Last Dragon is
planned to debut in March
2021. The film follows
a young warrior named
Raya as she searches for
the last dragon in the
world. It has also been
revealed that Lin-Manuel
Miranda will be writing
music for a musical comedy called Encanto. On
top of that, in the presentation, Disney is pleased
to announce, “In a firstof-its-kind collaboration,
Disney Animation and
Pan-African entertainment
company Kugali will team
up to create an all-new,
science fiction series coming to Disney+ in 2022:
Iwájú.”

New Pixar Projects
Pixar also announced a
handful of exciting projects, one of which is based
on the widely popular
franchise, Toy Story.
Voiced by Chris Evans,
Lightyear tells the origin
story of Buzz Lightyear,
which will premiere in
theaters in the summer of
2022. Bringing back some
classics, Dug Days, revolving around the lovable
dog from Up, is set to be
released in fall 2021, and
Lightning McQueen and
Mater will also return in a
Cars series in 2022. Additionally, new animated
films Luca and Turning
Red are comedy/coming of age stories that are
currently in the making,
as Luca is set to premiere
June 2021.
Live-action Remakes
There are also many liveaction series in the making
that are going to release
on Disney+. The studio is
in the process of developing Percy Jackson and the
Olympians, based off of
the best-selling Rick Rodrian series. Additionally,
Luke Evans and Josh Gad
will star in “Beauty and
the Beast” (working title),
and a re-imagining of the
classic Swiss Family Robinson was also confirmed
during the presentation.
Disney+ also plans to
premiere a series of liveaction series in 2021: The
Mysterious Benedict Society, The Mighty Ducks:
Game Changers, Turner
& Hooch, and Big Shot.
Re-imagined Classics
Perhaps some of the
projects that people are
most excited about are the
remakes and sequels of

some popular classics. Pinocchio with Tom Hanks,
Peter Pan & Wendy, starring Jude Law as Captain
Hook and Yara Shahidi
as Tinker Bell, as well
as The Little Mermaid
starring Halle Bailey as
Ariel, are the re-imagined
live-action films of cherished classics. It was also
confirmed that Hocus
Pocus 2, a sequel to the
time-honored Halloween
movie, as well as Disenchanted, with Amy Adams
returning as Giselle, are
being worked on and will
release on Disney+. Some
feature films also include
Jungle Cruise, Cruella,
and a prequel to The Lion
King. On top of that, the
company takes on animation through a new Diary
of a Wimpy Kid movie,
the return of the Ice Age
franchise in The Ice Age
Adventures of Buck Wild,
and an animated Night at
the Museum. In addition,
Harrison Ford will return
to star in the fifth and final
Indiana Jones, suspected
to come out in July 2022.
Along with Disney+,
many of Disney’s other
streaming services announced their projects,
like Hulu, ESPN+, FX,
and its new streaming
service, Star, which will
launch this February.
Overall, Disney’s Investors Day proved to be
a hit, as many are now
thrilled for releases of
new entertainment, which
will surely make up for
the damage done to the
company during COVID.
For many, these announcements have provided
hope and happiness, as
entertainment allows us
to explore another world
and makes us smile, which
is something we could all
benefit from right now.

Diversions/Arts & Entertainment

Horror fears
FILM continued from p.5

These films were
campy in nature, especially when compared to
the films made by those
who experienced nuclear
horror firsthand.
Toho Studios’ Gojira
(or Godzilla in the U.S.)
is about a monster that is
awakened by the atomic
bomb, emerges from
the ocean and destroys
the city of Tokyo. The
symbolism is apparent.
Godzilla is a force of
nature which is taking its
revenge on mankind, not
unlike the radiation still
affecting through Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the
Elephant’s Foot (the large
mass of extremely radioactive material, corroding
through the bottom of a
power plant, caused by the
Chernobyl disaster). This
film, ironically, was a hit
in America due to our
newfound fears of nuclear
annihilation, albeit from a

different source.
The 60’s and 70’s
were years for America. Leaders were shot
dead in the streets, young
people began to fight for
social change, and people
were forced to realize the
atrocities of war, corrup-
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By Yerim Kim, Contributing Writer (‘24)

tion, and murder due to
increasingly transparent
news coverage. The horror
films made in this era began to focus on the horrors
that human beings were
capable of. Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho explores
multiple taboos. There are
various scenes where the
main character, Marion
Crane, is in her underwear.
In the first act, she is murdered in the shower. The
film’s shocking imagery
and serious depiction of
mental health are still discussed today. The antagonist is loosely based on
the serial killer, Ed Gein.
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre was about a more
malicious and sadistic
killer, also based on Gein,
who wore the flesh of his
victims after chasing them
with a chainsaw. Night Of
The Living Dead broke
boundaries by having a
black man in the lead role.
Director George Romero
intended for the zombies
to represent hippies demanding change, but upon
editing the film, he recognized the racial subtext of
the film. You aren’t sure
if Barbara is more scared
of the zombies, or if she is
hostile due to her bigotry. With Martin Luther
King assassinated that
same year, it is impossible
to ignore racial tensions.
In Dawn of the Dead,
Romero’s second zombie
film, the characters take
shelter in a mall during a
zombie apocalypse. They
still have a drive to buy,
an impulse that leads to

their fate to join the living
dead. The social commentary, comparing mall
shoppers to zombies, adjusts to the consumerism
that plagued the 1970’s.
As much as reality influenced horror, so did superstition. The satanic panic
started in the 60’s due
to the rising coverage of
cults such as the Manson
family, and the publishing
of the Satanic Bible. In
Rosemary’s Baby, the lack
of knowledge and control
that Rosemary has over
her own child is analogous
to the patriarchal society
that oppresses a woman’s
life. The classic story of
good vs. evil was explored
in both The Omen and
The Exorcist which both
played on the fears of
youthful innocence being
corrupted by evil forces.  
The 80’s was the decade of the AIDS epidemic, trickle down economics, and a rejuvenated Red
Scare. The way that the
Red Scare was resurrected
is reflected in the remakes
of 1950’s films. John
Carpenter’s The Thing
changed the alien into a
shape-shifter, which is
horrifying since there is
no way of telling if your
friend is really a monster.
The film ends bleakly
with the possibility that
the monster will take over
the rest of the planet. The
alien mirrors the fear that
Soviet influence would
spread throughout the
world by the use of Communist spies. This subgenre, though successful,

didn’t persevere like the
slasher films.
Franchises such as
Halloween, A Nightmare
on Elm Street and Friday
the 13th, focus on a killer

only inspired by culture,
but become part of our
culture. So the next time
that someone tells you that
it’s just a movie, tell them
they’re dead wrong.

Election
Confusion
WHAT continued from p.7

who preys on teenagers,
most often after they have
been drinking or being
promiscuous. The killers are glorified along
with the main character,
the trope of the innocent
and pure, final girl. The
killer punished teenagers the same way AIDS
spread by drug use or
sexual contact. Reagan’s
ignorance regarding the
AIDS epidemic paired
with his wife’s ineffective
anti-drug campaign created the environment for
the slasher genre and the
revival of the B-movie.
The fears that society takes on with every
decade and every crisis
are reflected and exploited
in horror films. Though
an alien or a ghost might
be terrifying, and one
might never truly know
what lurks in the dark,
what really looms over
our heads are wars and
epidemics. We view
movies as escapism, but
rarely do we realize that
they reflect our own fears
and desires. They are not

Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell
officially congratulated
President-Elect Joe Biden
on December 15th, a
month and 12 days after
Election Day.
Even after McConnell’s endorsement, President Trump has not ceased
to express his dissatisfaction with the election
results and has continued
to insist that massive
voter fraud occurred, even
though that has already
been debunked.
There were some
confirmed cases of loneacting voters committing
fraud; however, they were
caught and prosecuted for
it, and the federal government rendered the illegitimate votes void.
President Trump’s
claims that the election
was rigged against him in
any way are essentially
false. Mail-in ballots are
even proven to be a safer
way to vote.
Ultimately, Joe Biden
will be inaugurated in
January, as the extent of
Trump’s claims about
election tampering have
been refuted.
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What is happening to winter sports?
By Erin Holly McDermott, Editorial Staff (‘23)

In general, sports
are one of the last priorities for high school
health officials, as other
issues such as school
closures and vaccine
distribution come first.
However, they are
extremely important for
student-athletes. This
creates a dynamic of urgency between studentathletes and decisionmakers. Athletes and
coaches alike are feeling the pressure to squeeze an entire season into a
few weeks.
To cope with rising cases of COVID-19 in the states, high school
sports are not set to begin until January. This was extremely disheartening for student-athletes, especially seniors who wished to have a normal winter sports season. However, this was necessary, to maintain the
health and safety of athletes and staff. Sports have been organized into
different seasons, so far seasons 1, 2, and 3. Season 1 was fall sports,
including football, tennis, soccer, etc. Season 2 is the “winter” season,
including basketball, hockey, track, etc, which is set to begin early January and end in early March. Season 3 is the season that had been cut
out for Girls Volleyball and Gymnastics (which had not been able to be
played during the fall) which will now host wrestling.
NJSIAA precautions
and memos state the
following: “Tournaments and games with
more than two teams
have been prohibited
or limited this season.
Sponsored post-seasons
for basketball and ice
hockey are gone. Instead, teams will have
to be private or locally
sponsored. Fans have
been removed from
games, in most sports,
to limit exposure risk. Teams have been limited to 3 games per week
for Season 2 and Season 3. A complete team should not extend the 25%
capacity of the venue in which the sporting event is being held.”
Although most sports will eventually have the opportunity to practice and compete, the seasons have been drastically shortened. For
basketball, fencing, and bowling, preseason begins on January 11th,
games begin on January 26th, and the season is over by March 6th.
This is extremely different to previous years, where tryouts take place
the week before Thanksgiving, games begin in mid-December, and the
season ends early March. The margin for error in games is much slimmer for these sports.
Ice hockey began on
December 14th and
games on January 4th
with the season ending on February 16th.
However, Governor
Murphy’s recent executive order has banned all
youth/club/high school
indoor sports practices
and competition from
December 5th to at least

January 5th. This forces ice hockey teams to only hold outdoor practices. Finally, swimming and winter track are set to begin on February 1st,
competitions by February 16th, with postseason competition ending by
March 27th. However, the most drastic change is to wrestling. Originally
wrestling was a Season 2 sport; however, it has been pushed to Season
3. Wrestling practices are set to start on March 1st, games will begin on
March 16th, and post-season is to end by the 24th of April. However all
of these dates are subject to change, this change will be mandated by using the current information at that time.
Chief Operating Officer of the NJSIAA said, “We remain keenly focused on providing New Jersey’s student-athletes with the opportunity
to participate in sports, and given current health data and modeling, we
believe pushing the schedules back ensures the best opportunity for our
kids.”
Student-athletes, of all sports, are encouraged to practice CDC
recommendations and personal hygiene tactics. This is the only way to
remain healthy and can play your sport. The CDC and NJSIAA are doing this in the best interest of students, athletes, coaches, and staff alike.
The ability to play, even a shortened season, is a blessing within itself.
If you wish to learn more information about delays and any updates you
can check these resources:
https://www.nj.com/highschoolsports/2020/11/njsiaa-pushes-all-winterhs-sports-competition-to-2021-wrestling-gets-major-shift.html
https://www.northjersey.com/story/sports/high-school/2020/11/19/
nj-high-school-winter-sports-delayed-seasons-will-be-shortened/6311496002/

